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KCNE1 (E1) β-subunits assemble with KCNQ1 (Q1) voltage-gated
K+ channel α-subunits to form IKslow (IKs) channels in the heart and
ear. The number of E1 subunits in IKs channels has been an issue of
ongoing debate. Here, we use single-molecule spectroscopy to
demonstrate that surface IKs channels with human subunits con-
tain two E1 and four Q1 subunits. This stoichiometry does not
vary. Thus, IKs channels in cells with elevated levels of E1 carry
no more than two E1 subunits. Cells with low levels of E1 produce
IKs channels with two E1 subunits and Q1 channels with no E1
subunits—channels with one E1 do not appear to form or are re-
stricted from surface expression. The plethora of models of cardiac
function, transgenic animals, and drug screens based on variable
E1 stoichiometry do not reflect physiology.
minK | LQTS | single-particle fluorimetry | KV7.1 | KVLQT1
Voltage-gated potassium (KV) channels include four α-sub-units that form a single, central ion conduction pathway with
four peripheral voltage sensors (1–3). Incorporation of accessory
β-subunits modifies the function of KV channels to suit the di-
verse requirements of different tissues. KCNE genes encode
minK-related peptides (MiRPs) (4–6), β-subunits with a single trans-
membrane span that assemble with a wide array of KV α-subunits
(7, 8) to control surface expression, voltage dependence, and ki-
netics of gating transitions, unitary conductance, ion selectivity,
and pharmacology of the resultant channel complexes (4, 9–15).
IKslow (IKs) channels in the heart and inner ear are formed by the
α-subunit encoded by KCNQ1 (called Q1, KVLQT1, KV7.1, or
KCNQ1) and the β-subunit encoded by KCNE1 (called E1, mink,
or KCNE1) (16, 17). Inherited mutations in Q1 and E1 are asso-
ciated with cardiac arrhythmia and deafness.
The number of E1 subunits in IKs channels has been a long-
standing matter of disagreement. We first argued for two E1
subunits per channel based on the suppression of current by an
E1 mutant (18). Subsequently, we reached the same conclusion
by determining the total number of channels using radiolabeled
charybdotoxin (CTX), a scorpion toxin that blocks channels
when one molecule binds in the external conduction pore vesti-
bule, and an antibody-based luminescence assay to tally E1 sub-
units (19). Morin and Kobertz (20) used iterative chemical linkage
between CTX in the pore and E1, and they also assigned two
accessory subunits to >95% of IKs channels without gathering
evidence for variation in subunit valence. Furthermore, when we
formed IKs channels from separate E1 and Q1 subunits and
compared them with channels enforced via genetic encoding to
contain two or four E1 subunits (19), we observed the natural IKs
channels to have the same gating attributes, small-molecule
pharmacology, and CTX on and off rates (a reflection of pore
vestibule structure) as channels encoded with two E1 subunits
but not those with four. These findings support the conclusion
that two E1 subunits are necessary, sufficient, and the normal
number in IKs channels.
In contrast, others have argued that IKs channels have variable
stoichiometry with one to four E1 subunits, or even more (21–
24). Recently, Nakajo et al. (25) applied single-particle spec-
troscopy to the question; this powerful “gold-standard” tool has
been a valuable strategy to assess the subunit composition of ion
channels (26–28) and should be expected to improve on prior
investigations conducted on populations of IKs channels and
subject, therefore, to the simplifying assumptions that attend
macroscopic studies (29). Nakajo et al. (25) reported a variable
number of E1 subunits, from one to four, in IKs channels studied in
Xenopus laevis oocytes. The impact of this result has been striking
because it has engendered new models of cardiac physiology, al-
tered models of IKs channel biosynthesis and function, stimulated
the use of transgenic animals artificially enforced to express IKs
channels with four E1 subunits (by expression of a fused E1–Q1
subunit), and prompted cardiac drug design based on the assump-
tion that IKs channels can form with one E1 subunit (23, 30–32).
We were concerned that the conclusions of Nakajo et al. (25)
were in error because they appraised only a limited fraction of
particles that were immobile in the oocyte membrane; counted
E1 and Q1 asynchronously rather than simultaneously (increasing
the risk that particles moved into or out of the field of view); and
studied Q1 and E1 appended not only with the fluorescent pro-
teins (FP) required to count subunits by photobleaching but also
with a common trafficking motif that suppressed channel mobility
by interacting with an overexpressed anchoring protein, thereby
risking nonnatural aggregation of subunits.
Here, to resolve mobility problems and obviate the need for
modification of subunits with targeting motifs, we describe and
perform single-fluorescent-particle photobleaching at the surface
of live mammalian cells, demonstrating three spectroscopic count-
ing approaches: standard, asynchronous subunit counting; simulta-
neous, two-color subunit counting; and toxin-directed, simulta-
neous, two-color photobleaching. To analyze the data, we use two
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statistical approaches—one to assess the degree of colocalization
of objects in dual-color images (33) and the other to infer stoichi-
ometry from single-molecule photobleaching (34). These methods
also allow determination of the surface density of assemblies of
defined subunit composition and are therefore useful to assess the
formation and life cycle of membrane protein complexes.
We report that single IKs channels at the surface of mamma-
lian cells contain two E1 subunits—no more and no less. This
finding refutes the single-particle studies of Nakajo et al. (25) in
oocytes and macroscopic studies (21–24, 30–32), arguing that
forcing cells to express excess E1 produces IKs channels con-
taining more than two E1 subunits and that low levels of E1
yields IKs channels with less than two E1 subunits. Not once did we
observe an IKs channel with three or four E1 subunits. Moreover,
simultaneous, two-color subunit counting revealed that low
amounts of E1 relative to Q1 [ratios like those reported in human
cardiac ventricle (35, 36)] produced two types of channels on the
cell surface: IKs channels (with two E1 subunits) and Q1 channels
(with no E1 subunits). Finally, E1 was shown to increase in IKs
channel surface expression threefold, as we predicted based on
assessment of IKs channel unitary conductance (11), whereas few
E1 subunits were on the surface outside of IKs channels, even
when E1 was expressed alone. This finding indicates that E1 does
not travel to the surface readily on its own, that two E1 subunits
facilitate IKs channel trafficking to the surface (or enhance surface
residence time compared with Q1 channels), and that IKs channels
with only one E1 subunit do not form, do not reach the surface, or
are rapidly recycled.
Results
FP Tags Do Not Alter the Biophysical Properties of IKs or Q1 Channels.
Single-fluorescent-particle photobleaching employs modification
of subunits by genetic encoding so that each subunit carries one
FP. To confirm that FPs did not alter the electrophysiological
attributes of channels, we expressed the wild-type and FP-tagged
human E1 and Q1 subunits in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
cells (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1) using described methods
(27). CHO cells are valuable for studies of IKs channels (11), es-
pecially compared with Xenopus oocytes that express amphibian
KCNQ1 and KCNE family subunits (16, 37–39), because they pass
such low natural levels of potassium current (37). Thus, currents
evoked in cells expressing Q1 channels heterologously (formed by
Q1 in the absence of added E1) during a 2-s step to 60 mV showed
a rise time to half-maximal current (τact) of 29 ± 20 ms, a half-
maximal activation voltage (V1/2) of −15.4 ± 1.5 mV, a tail current
“hook” during deactivation at the holding voltage (indicative of
prior inactivation), and a half-deactivation time constant (τdeact)
of 232 ± 12 ms (n = 5) (Fig. 1A). As expected (11), coexpression
of equal amounts of E1 with Q1 produced isochronal IKs currents
that were ∼10-fold larger, did not saturate during a 2-s step to 60
mV, showed a slower rise τact of 508 ± 41 ms, an ∼45-mV shift in
V1/2 to 33 ± 2.5 mV, no hook during deactivation, and a slowed
τdeact of 606 ± 42 ms (n= 5) (Fig. 1A). Channels formed when one
or both subunits carried FP tags produced currents like those
observed with wild-type E1 and Q1 subunits (Fig. 1B and SI Ap-
pendix, Table S1). This result was the case with all constructs
produced for these studies: E1 modified to carry the monomeric
teal FP mTFP1 (E1–TFP), the monomeric yellow FP mVenus (E1–
VFP), and the monomeric red FP TagRFP-T (E1–RFP) and Q1
modified to carry TagRFP-T (Q1–RFP) (Materials and Methods).
Classical (Asynchronous) Photobleaching Shows No More than Two E1
Subunits in Each Complex. Photobleaching was developed to de-
termine the subunit stoichiometry of membrane protein complexes
in Escherichia coli (40) and later was used to study ion channels
heterologously expressed in Xenopus oocytes (26, 41, 42). We re-
cently extended this approach to study the composition of ion
channels in mammalian cells to count pore-forming subunits and to
monitor modification of channels by small ubiquitin-like modifier
proteins (27, 28, 43). Others have also described benefits of per-
forming photobleaching studies in mammalian cells (44, 45). Thus,
the CHO cells used here to study human IKs channel subunits show
little confounding particle mobility at room temperature.
E1 encoded to carry each FP was expressed with Q1, and total
internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) was used
to identify and excite single fluorescent particles at the CHO cell
surface (Fig. 2A). The number of fluorophores in each particle
was determined by continuous photobleaching and counting of
stepwise decreases in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 2B). Here,
particles were formed with equal amounts of cDNA for Q1 and
E1 tagged with one of the FPs. Two stepwise decreases in fluo-
rescence were seen in 88%, 80%, and 81% of particles with
E1–TFP, E1–VFP, and E1–RFP, respectively, with residual par-
ticles showing one step (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Table S2). Ar-
guing against more than two E1 subunits in IKs channels, no
particle showed more than two steps. To support the conclusion
from electrophysiology (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1) that
bona fide IKs channels were being produced for study by TIRFM,
surface channels formed by Q1–RFP and E1 were also evaluated.
As expected for a tetrameric channel (28, 41), fluorescent particles
showed up to four bleaching steps with fractional magnitudes for
four, three, two, and one steps of 34%, 37%, 21%, and 8%, re-
spectively (Fig. 2 D and E and SI Appendix, Table S2). No fluo-
rescent particles were observed in cells expressing subunits that
did not carry a FP.
Statistics of Single-Particle Photobleaching. Photobleaching events
are missed due to prebleaching, quantum efficiency of the flu-
orophore, and time resolution of the system (27, 41). To evaluate
the risk that we were incorrectly estimating the number of E1
subunits in IKs channels, we applied the recently published sta-
tistical approach of Hines (34) for inferring subunit stoichiom-
etry from photobleaching studies. Predicated upon a binomial
distribution of FP photobleaching steps in multimeric assem-
blies, and iterative comparison of the data to up to 10,000 pos-
sible outcomes for combinations of the number of observations
and the probability of observing each possible fluorescence event
(θ), the estimated likelihood that our classical counting data accu-
rately represent two E1 subunits in each IKs complex is >0.99 (SI
Appendix, Table S2). Similarly, the observed frequencies for one
bleaching step were those expected by the model for complexes with
Fig. 1. Biophysical properties of channels. Untagged or RFP-tagged Q1 was
expressed alone, or with E1 subunits tagged as indicated, in CHO cells and
studied by voltage-clamp in whole-cell mode. Currents were evoked and
studied as described in Materials and Methods. E1 slows the kinetics of Q1,
augments the current magnitude, and depolarizes the V1/2 of activation.
Data are means ± SEM for five cells studied in each group. Biophysical
parameters are summarized in SI Appendix, Table S1. (A) A cartoon of Q1
and E1 subunits. Representative families of ionic currents in cells expressing
Q1 alone or E1 + Q1 are shown. (Inset) A magnified view of the tail current
hook. (B) Normalized G-V relationships for Q1 (○), Q1–RFP (♢), untagged Q1
and E1 (●), and Q1–RFP and E1–TFP (♦).
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two E1 subunits (we collected ∼10-fold more observations than
required to reach an estimated confidence level of >0.99).
Simultaneous, Two-Color, Single-Particle Photobleaching. Assessing
a single FP subunit leaves uncertain whether the complexes under
study contain all subunits of interest. Moreover, the extended
periods of bleaching required when subunits carrying different
fluorophores are studied sequentially increases the risk for errors
due to movement of particles into or out of the field of view
during the experiment. We chose to address these risks by de-
veloping tools for simultaneous, two-color studies. First, we
established a two-laser TIRFM strategy to assess both subunits in
complexes formed by colocalized E1–TFP and Q1–RFP. This
combination of FPs was selected to minimize spectral overlap,
allowing independent and concurrent visualization and bleaching
of the subunits while avoiding the confounding effects of reso-
nance energy transfer between fluorophores (FRET).
Analysis of simultaneous photobleaching data for colocalized
E1–TFP and Q1–RFP demonstrated that complexes were com-
posed of two E1 and four Q1 subunits (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix,
Table S3). Thus, E1–TFP bleaching of 46 particles revealed 91%
with two stepwise decreases in fluorescence and 9% with one step,
whereas concurrent Q1–RFP bleaching of the same particles
showed fractional magnitudes for four, three, two, and one steps
of 36%, 44%, 17%, and 2%, respectively (Fig. 3 B and C). Es-
timated statistical confidence that the fluorescent particles con-
tained two E1 and four Q1 was >0.999 and 0.99, respectively (SI
Appendix, Table S3), by the approach of Hines (34).
To perform this analysis, it was necessary first to identify
particles that included both E1–TFP and Q1–RFP. This identi-
fication was achieved on a pixel-by-pixel basis by using unbiased
intensity correlation analysis (Materials and Methods) to generate
a mean Manders’ coefficient of colocalization (33). In this set of
experiments, the subunits were expressed at equal levels, and the
mean Manders’ coefficient was 0.93 ± 0.01 with a particle density
of 617 × 10−3 per μm2, whereas surface particles with only E1–TFP
or Q1–RFP were present at just 51 × 10−3 and 42 × 10−3 per μm2,
respectively (n = 5 cells) (Fig. 3D and SI Appendix, Table S4).
Simultaneous, Two-Color, Pore-Toxin-Directed, Single-Particle Photo-
bleaching. Another approach we applied to count the number of
E1 subunits in single IKs channels was to use a fluorophore-
bearing toxin that only binds to channels correctly assembled
with four α-subunits. This strategy was used to confirm that E1–
TFP was colocalized at the cell surface with intact channels and
also offered the advantage that channels were identified by
a single bleaching step (the fluorophore on the toxin) rather than
by up to four steps as required to count Q1 subunits. Again, a 2:4
ratio of E1 to Q1 subunits in IKs channel complexes was de-
termined (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Table S3).
Here, we used a Q1 subunit variant (Q1*) that we had pre-
viously produced via pore mutation to be sensitive to CTX (19)
Fig. 2. Sequential photobleaching of FP-tagged E1 or Q1 subunits. E1–TFP or E1–RFP was expressed with untagged Q1 in CHO cells and studied by TIRF and
single-particle photobleaching as described inMaterials and Methods. Data are means ± SEM for five cells studied in each group. Photobleaching parameters
are summarized in SI Appendix, Tables S2–S4. (A, Left) Cartoon of E1–TFP and Q1 subunits showing TFP on the E1 C terminus. (Center) TIRFM image of a CHO
cell expressing E1–TFP + Q1 subunits with an enlargement of the yellow box to show representative cell surface fluorescent particles that were studied for
photobleaching (yellow circles). (Right) Montage of photobleaching time course of a single fluorescent particle (shown in white box in Center panel), during
continuous excitation to bleach the fluorophores. Every fifth frame is shown. (B) Photobleaching time course for representative particles shows two stepwise
changes in fluorescence intensity for cells expressing E1–TFP + Q1 (Left; teal) or E1–RFP + Q1 (Right; red). (C Left) Histogram of bleaching steps for cells expressing
E1–TFP + Q1 (teal bars) or E1–RFP + Q1 (red bars). No particles had more than two bleaching steps. (Right) Cartoon to indicate that the data analyzed by the
approach of Hines estimate two E1 subunits in surface particles formed with E1–TFP or E1–RFP, with an estimated confidence of >0.9 (SI Appendix, Table S2);
here, the particles are assumed to have four Q1 subunits. (D, Left) Cartoon of E1 and Q1–RFP subunits showing RFP on the Q1 C terminus. (Right) Time course
for photobleaching representative fluorescent spots from CHO cells expressing Q1–RFP + E1, showing four stepwise decreases in fluorescence intensity. (E,
Left) Histogram of bleaching steps for cells expressing E1 + Q1–RFP. No particles with more than four bleaching steps were observed. (Right) Cartoon to
indicate that the data analyzed by the approach of Hines estimates four Q1 subunits in surface particles formed with E1 + Q1–RFP with an estimated con-
fidence of 0.74 (SI Appendix, Table S2); here, the particles are assumed to have two E1 subunits.
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that also binds AgTx2 labeled with a fluorescent dye (tetrame-
thylrhodamine methyl ester; AgTx2–TMRM) on a cysteine that
tolerates modifications without loss of binding affinity (Fig. 4A)
(46, 47). Because one toxin molecule binds to a site in the pore
on the central axis of pseudosymmetry, stable interaction
requires that all four α-subunits be present in their normal ar-
rangement (1). When Q1* and E1–TFP were coexpressed, the
resulting IKs currents showed biophysical parameters like wild-
type channels (SI Appendix, Table S1). Furthermore, AgTx2–
TMRM suppressed the current in a reversible fashion (Fig. 4A),
showing a rapid on-rate (4.5 ± 0.12 μM−1·s−1), a slow off-rate
(1.2 ± 0.05 × 10−3 s−1), a half-maximal equilibrium affinity (Ki)
Fig. 3. Simultaneous photobleaching of E1–TFP and Q1–RFP confirms a 2:4
stoichiometry for IKs channel complexes. Q1–RFP and E1–TFP were studied at
the surface of CHO cells by TIRFM and simultaneous single-particle photo-
bleaching. Analysis of bleaching is in SI Appendix, Table S3, and analysis of
colocalization and surface density is in SI Appendix, Table S4. (A, Upper)
Cartoon of Q1–RFP and E1–TFP subunits showing the FPs on the subunit C
termini and the subunit stoichiometry determined by this strategy (SI Ap-
pendix, Table S3). (Lower) Montages showing simultaneous photobleaching
time courses of TFP (Left; teal) and RFP (Right; red) in the same, represen-
tative single fluorescent particle. Every fifth frame is shown. (B) Time courses
for simultaneous photobleaching of both fluorophores in the particle in A.
E1–TFP was bleached in two steps, and Q1–RFP was bleached in four steps
(arrows). (C) Histogram of photobleaching steps of both E1–TFP (teal bars)
and coexpressed Q1–RFP (red bars) studied in the same fluorescent spots. No
colocalized particles were observed to bleach with more than two steps for
E1–TFP or four steps for Q1–RFP (SI Appendix, Table S3). (D) Surface-density
histogram for subunits based on bleaching steps in cells (using Manders’
coefficient of colocalization; SI Appendix, Table S4) expressing E1–TFP alone
(E1–TFP; teal bar), Q1–RFP alone (Q1–RFP; red bar), or the two subunits
expressed together (E1–TFP + Q1–RFP); in the last case, subunits are differ-
entiated if separate (teal or red) or colocalized (striped bar). The surface
density of IKS channels is seen to be ∼15 times that for Q1 channels in the
same cells (SI Appendix, Table S4).
Fig. 4. Simultaneous photobleaching of E1–TFP and AgTx2–TMRM confirm
a 2:4 stoichiometry in E1 and Q1* channel complexes. E1–TFP was expressed
in CHO cells with Q1*, a variant that binds a single AgTx2–TMRM toxin
molecule in the channel pore with a Ki of 280 ± 50 pM (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
Q1* + E1–TFP channel currents are like wild-type IKs channel (SI Appendix,
Table S1). Simultaneous photobleaching of TFP and TMRM was studied at
the surface of CHO cells by TIRFM as in Fig. 3. Analysis of bleaching steps is in
SI Appendix, Table S3. (A, Left) Cartoon representation of the Q1*-AgTx2–
TMRM, E1–TFP, and Q1* showing the position of the fluorophores on the
toxin and E1 C terminus. (Right) Block of E1–TFP + Q1* channel currents in
a representative CHO cell by 50 pM AgTx2–TMRM with pulses to 60 mV.
Currents were evoked every 15 s by 2-s test pulses from a holding potential
of −80 mV. The three traces show the start current (black), the current after
180-s exposure to AgTx2–TMRM (red), and recovery of the current 240 s after
the toxin is washed away (blue). (B) Time courses for simultaneous photo-
bleaching of both fluorophores in a representative fluorescent particle. E1–
TFP shows two bleaching steps (Left), and AgTx2–TMRM shows a single
stepwise decrease in fluorescence intensity (Right). (C, Left) Histogram of
bleaching steps for E1–TFP (teal bars) and AgTx2–TMRM (red bar) studied in
the same fluorescent spots. No colocalized particles were observed with
more than two E1–TFP bleaching steps or one TMRM bleaching step. (Right)
Cartoon of subunit stoichiometry determined by the strategy (SI Appendix,
Table S3).
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of 280 ± 50 pM, and meeting expectations for a simple, bi-
molecular interaction (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S3).
Surface particles labeled with AgTx2–TMRM contained E1–
TFP with a mean Manders’ coefficient of 0.98 ± 0.01 (SI Ap-
pendix, Table S4; n = 4 cells). Simultaneous photobleaching
revealed that all particles contained only one AgTx2–TMRM,
consistent with the known mechanism of inhibition—pore oc-
clusion by a single toxin molecule (48–50). Of 50 particles with
colocalized fluorophores that were studied, 90% showed two
E1–TFP bleaching steps and 10% showed one, giving an esti-
mated statistical confidence that the channels contained two E1
and one AgTx2–TMRM that was >0.999 (Fig. 4 B and C and SI
Appendix, Table S3). Like channels formed by E1–TFP with
Q1–RFP, E1–TFP with Q1* produced an IKs channel surface density
of 657 × 10−3 per μm2, whereas E1–TFP and AgTx2–TMRMwere
observed alone at 49 × 10−3 and 33 × 10−3 per μm2, respectively
(SI Appendix, Table S4).
High and Low Levels of E1 Do Not Alter IKs Channel Subunit Stoi-
chiometry. The studies described thus far were performed on
cells transformed with equal amounts of E1 and Q1 cDNA. It is
reasonable to assume, however, that cells in vivo might produce
the two subunits at unequal levels at different times in response
to normal stimuli or disease; indeed, Q1 transcripts outnumber
E1 transcripts by five to one in preparations of human cardiac
ventricle (35, 36). We therefore studied cells with up to 10-fold
more or 10-fold less E1 relative to Q1.
Increasing the relative amount of cDNA for E1–TFP by 3 or
10 times over that added for Q1–RFP did not alter the subunit
stoichiometry determined by simultaneous, two-color photobleaching;
again, we determined IKs channels to carry two E1 subunits with
a statistical confidence of >0.999, and no complex was observed
to have more than two E1 subunits (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and
Table S3). The biophysical parameters of IKs currents studied in
cells expressing high amounts of E1 also remained unchanged
compared with cells expressing a 1:1 ratio of the subunit cDNAs
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1).
Decreasing the relative amount of cDNA for E1–TFP such
that it was 10 times less than that for Q1–RFP had a significant
impact on the currents—they appeared to be a mixture of fast
Q1 channel-type currents and slow IKs channel-type currents
with a V1/2 that was midway between that measured for the two
channel types (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Table S1). To determine
whether these unique currents included contributions from Q1
channels assembled with a single E1 subunit, as hypothesized by
others (23, 25, 31, 32), simultaneous, two-color photobleaching
was performed on these cells to assess colocalization of fluoro-
phores and subunit densities.
In cells with low levels of E1 relative to Q1, single-particle
photobleaching revealed Q1 channels with no incorporated E1
subunits, IKs channels with two E1 subunits and the number of
channels with a single E1 bleaching event expected due to pre-
bleaching of IKs channels with two E1 subunits (Fig. 5 B and C
and SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4). Thus, of 102 particles with
colocalized fluorophores, 91% had two E1–TFP bleaching steps
and 9% had one, and all of these particles were assessed to
contain two E1 subunits with an estimated statistical confidence
of >0.999. The many complexes with only Q1–RFP subunits
showed bleaching steps consistent with formation of intact tet-
ramers with the same high statistical confidence (Fig. 5C and SI
Appendix, Table S3).
E1 Subunits and Channel Trafficking. In addition to altering the
biophysical properties of whole-cell currents, expressing 10 times
less E1–TFP than Q1–RFP decreased colocalization of the two
subunits (Fig. 5D). Thus, the mean Manders’ coefficient was only
0.58 ± 0.3, and the mean density of colocalized particles was less
than half (257 × 10−3 per μm2) of that observed in cells expressing
equal levels of the two subunits or excess E1–TFP (Fig. 5 D and E
and SI Appendix, Table S4). The relative density of surface par-
ticles with Q1–RFP alone was 188 × 10−3 per μm2, similar to the
density observed when Q1 subunits were expressed without E1
(Fig. 3D), and the surface density of E1–TFP alone was low (23 ×
10−3 per μm2) (Fig. 5E and SI Appendix, Table S4; n = 5 cells).
These findings confirm that a mixture of IKs channels (with two E1
subunits) and Q1 channels (with no E1 subunits) (Fig. 5F) produce
the hybrid currents recorded from these cells.
The single-particle colocalization data suggest an underlying
mechanism for surface expression of IKs channels with two E1
subunits and Q1 channels with no E1 subunits that is consistent
with prior macroscopic (biochemical) studies of E1 and Q1
subunit trafficking in mammalian cells (20, 35, 51). We show that
little E1–TFP is on the CHO cell surface that is not colocalized
with Q1, whether E1 is expressed alone or with Q1 (∼23 × 10−3 to
51 × 10−3 per μm2; SI Appendix, Table S4). Of note, all particles
in cells expressing E1–TFP alone bleached in a single step, in-
dicating that E1 at the surface is monomeric (SI Appendix, Table
S2). As expected, Q1 channels formed in the absence of E1
subunits reached (or remained) on the surface at just ∼1/3 the
density of IKs channel complexes that have E1; this result sup-
ports the notion that E1 favors forward trafficking of Q1, al-
though E1 on its own is retained or recovered rapidly from the
surface. Finally, the findings reveal that two E1 are able to aug-
ment steady-state surface expression of Q1 channels, whereas
a single E1 is insufficient.
Discussion
In this article, we describe single-particle photobleaching meth-
ods to assess subunit stoichiometry of ion channels on the surface
of live mammalian cells and show that human E1 and Q1 sub-
units form IKs channels that carry two E1 subunits. Applying this
gold-standard method for subunit counting to mammalian cells
with multiple spectroscopic approaches—including simultaneous,
two-color counting with varying ratios of E1 to Q1 cDNA—we do
not observe fluorescent complexes with more than two E1 sub-
units. Although the conclusion that IKs channels carry no more
than two E1 subunits is directly supported by failure to observe
more than two steps and statistical analysis of the accumu-
lated data, the argument that the channels rarely—and per-
haps never—reach the surface with just one E1 subunit is more
formally empirical.
Thus, using the most powerful approach that we describe in
this report, simultaneous, two-color photobleaching, ∼90% of
single IKs channels showed two E1 bleaching steps when E1 and
Q1 were coexpressed at equal levels (SI Appendix, Table S3).
Moreover, ∼90% of IKs channels also showed two E1 bleaching
steps when levels of the accessory subunit were 10-fold higher
than Q1 subunits and when the channels were formed with
E1 and Q1* at equimolar levels and AgTx2-TMRM was used
to identify individual channels (SI Appendix, Table S3). These
findings, and our failure to observe three or four E1 subunits in
complexes, establish with high statistical significance, per Hines
(34), that IKs channels carry two E1 subunits, and not more.
One E1 bleaching step was observed in ∼10% of IKs channel
complexes with different ratios of the expressed subunits (SI
Appendix, Tables S3 and S4), as expected if all IKs channels carry
two E1 subunits (based on fluorphore prebleaching and missed
events). This result does not exclude the notion that some small
fraction of IKs channels can escape to the cell surface with one
E1 subunit. Thus, to our knowledge, no rigorous statistical method
has been developed, including that of Hines (34), to quantify the
confidence that such lower-order complexes are absent. Nonethe-
less, strong evidence that channels do not form with one E1 sub-
unit is provided by our studies with limiting levels of E1 subunits
that produced hybrid currents (Fig. 5A): The spectroscopic data
showed a mixture of rapidly activating Q1 channels (with no E1
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subunits) and slowly activating IKs channels bearing two E1
subunits (Fig. 5C). Thus, when levels of E1 were 10-fold less than
Q1, over 40% of channels carried only Q1 subunits, and ∼90% of
those channels that did form with E1 subunits showed two E1
bleaching steps, that is, there was no increase in single E1
bleaching events compared to any other subunit expression ratio
(SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4). These findings directly refute
the hypothesis that hybrid currents result from IKs channels with
Fig. 5. Limiting amounts of E1–TFP reveal two channel types, those with two E1 subunits and those with none. E1–TFP was added at 1/10th the concentration
of Q1–RFP and CHO cells studied by voltage-clamp in whole-cell mode or by TIRFM with simultaneous photobleaching of each FP. Currents were evoked and
analyzed as described in Materials and Methods. Data are means ± SEM for five cells studied in each group. Biophysical parameters are summarized in SI
Appendix, Table S1, and the analysis of bleaching steps is in SI Appendix, Table S3. (A, Left) Cartoon of E1–TFP and Q1–RFP showing the FPs on the subunit C
termini. (Center) Family of whole cell-currents from cells with 10-fold less E1–TFP than Q1–RFP showing a rapid rise in current not seen when E1 + Q1 subunits
are expressed at equal levels (Fig. 1A). (Right) Normalized G–V relationships for cells expressing Q1–RFP alone (open diamond), equal E1–TFP and Q1–RFP
cDNA (1:1; filled diamond), and 10-fold less E1–TFP with Q1–RFP (1:10; filled triangle). (B) Time courses for simultaneous photobleaching of both fluorophores
in a representative fluorescent particle with E1–TFP and Q1–RFP. E1–TFP bleaches in two steps, and Q1–RFP bleaches in four steps (arrows). (C) Histogram of
photobleaching steps for E1–TFP (teal bars) and Q1–RFP (red bars) studied in the same fluorescent spots. No colocalized particles were observed to bleach with
more than two steps for E1–TFP or four steps for Q1–RFP. (D) Histograms of Manders’ coefficient of colocalization from cells expressing E1–TFP with Q1–RFP at
1:1, 10:1, or 1:10 ratios (SI Appendix, Table S4) showing that ∼half the particles have both E1 and Q1 subunits and half have only Q1 subunits with E1 at 1/10th
the level of Q1. (E) Surface-density histogram for subunits based on bleaching steps (using Manders’ coefficient of colocalization; SI Appendix, Table S4) for
cells expressing E1–TFP with Q1–RFP at 10:1 and 1:10 ratios showing E1–TFP alone (teal bars), Q1–RFP alone (red bars), or the two subunits when colocalized
(striped bar). (F) Cartoon representation of the two channel types found on the cell surface when E1 is limiting—Q1 channels with no E1 and IKs channels with
two E1 subunits.
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variable numbers of E1 subunits (23, 32). We conclude that
channel assembly with two E1 subunits is preferred or, perhaps,
is required for steady-state surface expression of IKs channels.
We suggest that Nakajo et al. (25) concluded in error that the
number of E1 subunits in IKs channels is variable, ranging from
one to four E1 subunits per channel, even though they used
single-particle photobleaching due to experimental limitations.
To minimize mobility of fluorescent particles in oocytes, Nakajo
et al. studied subunits that were tagged not only with FPs but also
with the PDZ-binding motif from KV1.4 channels and addition-
ally overexpressed the postsynaptic tethering protein PSD-95,
thereby risking nonnative, PDZ-mediated subunit aggregations.
These manipulations led ∼38% of the aggregates with E1 to be
sufficiently immobile on the oocyte surface, so they were judged
suitable for subunit counting. Further, when using two fluo-
rophores, Nakajo et al. used sequential (asynchronous) bleaching
so that challenges due to particle mobility were compounded by
an extended duration of photobleaching, risking movement of
subunits into and out of the field of view during study. These
challenges were not an issue here because IKs channels and Q1
channels are stable on the CHO cell surface at room temperature
[whereas at 37 °C increased membrane fluidity allows study of
channel movement (52)], precluding the need for appending
subunits with trafficking tags. Moreover, problems studying IKs
channels in oocytes due to the presence of endogenous KCNE and
KCNQ subunits are well known (16, 37–39) and resolved by ex-
pression in CHO cells (11). Indeed, heterologous expression of
other mammalian ion channels in oocytes has been shown to alter
subunit stoichiometry (53, 54) and subunit composition (55, 56).
The single-particle surface-density results (SI Appendix, Table
S4) confirm and extend prior studies that argue for a collabora-
tive role of E1 and Q1 subunits in trafficking. The results support
our prior predication that that the increase in macroscopic
current seen when Q1 was expressed with E1 was due to an
approximately fourfold increase in unitary conductance and an
approximately threefold increase in channel surface density (11).
Thus, Q1 channel density was ∼190 × 10−3 per μm2, and IKs
channel density was ∼600 × 10−3 per μm2 whether channels were
formed in cells with equal amounts of Q1 and E1 or a 10-fold
excess of E1. That E1–TFP is observed at the CHO cell surface
at low levels in the absence of Q1 supports biochemical studies
showing that the majority of E1 subunits are retained in the ER
or cis-Golgi in the absence of expressed Q1 and that E1 requires
assembly with Q1 or other KV α-subunits to traffic efficiently to
the cell surface (51). The data are also consistent with the con-
clusion that E1 influences IKs channel surface levels via control
over the rate of internalization (35). Given that cells with a 10-fold
excess of Q1 relative to E1 have a Q1 channel density of ∼188 ×
10−3 per μm2, like that observed in cells with Q1 alone, IKs channels
(with two E1 subunits) at a density of only ∼257 × 10−3 per μm2
and few Q1 or E1 subunits on the surface outside of channels, the
following biosynthetic mechanism is suggested: E1 goes to the
surface poorly on its own or is rapidly recycled; channels with one
E1 do not form, suppress forward trafficking, or are rapidly recy-
cled; and channels with two E1 subunits favor surface expression
due to enhanced forward trafficking or longer residence on the
surface. In keeping with a dimer of dimer model for assembly of
α-subunit tetramers (57), assembly of two trimeric assemblies
containing two Q1 subunits and one E1 subunit might be operative.
The single-particle photobleaching strategies we describe here
to study IKs channels on the surface of live mammalian cells,
particularly via simultaneous, two-color subunit counting com-
bined with assessment of fluorophore colocalization to allow
determination of the surface density of assemblies of defined
subunit composition, should also prove powerful for consider-
ation of other membrane protein complexes.
MinK, MiRP1, MiRP2, MiRP3, and MiRP4 (E1–E5) have all
been shown to assemble with Q1 subunits when heterologously
expressed in experimental cells, and all are present in human
heart with the potential to assemble with Q1 in vivo (58). MinK
is also known to assemble with other Kv channel α-subunits
including cardiac HERG (59). Moreover, more than one type of
MiRP can be present in a single channel complex (60). We sus-
pect that all these channel complexes (in the heart and elsewhere
in the body) will have the same valence—that is, two E-type
subunits, no more and no less, and four α-subunits. It is less clear
that the same trafficking effects should be assumed. Other
channels that incorporate E-type subunits appear to merit the
type of scrutiny applied here to IKs and Q1 channels. Also of
interest are questions implied by 2:4 stoichiometry and, we pre-
sume, twofold symmetry of the resultant channels; thus, we re-
cently demonstrated that E1 slows the gating kinetics of IKs
channels by slowing the movement of Q1 voltage-sensors (15),
but we do not yet know whether all four sensors respond similarly
to changes in transmembrane potential or, for example, they
manifest two behaviors.
Lack of consensus on the number of E1 subunits in IKs chan-
nels has led to models of cardiac function, models of IKs channel
structure and activity, drug screens for cardiac medications, and
the creation of transgenic animals based on the notion that IKs
channels can form with numbers of E1 subunits that we argue are
not present in nature. Our findings lead us to conclude that
models that incorporate one, three, or four E1 subunits do not
reflect IKs channels on the surface of mammalian cells.
Materials and Methods
Cell Culture, Heterologous Expression, and Encoded Fluorescence Tags. CHO-K1
cells (ATCC no. CCL-61) were maintained in F12K medium with 10% (vol/vol)
FBS and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. Wild-type human Q1 [National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) accession no. NM_000218],
KCNQ1-ΔS290-V293-E294G-K318I-V319Y-Q321V (Q1*) (19), and wild-type
human E1 (NCBI accession no. NP_000210.2) were handled in pRAT, an in-
house vector (15). TagRFP-T (RFP), Venus (VFP), and mTFP1 (TFP) genes were
inserted in-frame with the C terminus of E1, Q1 and Q1* as described for
other FPs (28). Plasmids carrying Q1 or E1 variants were used at a concen-
tration of 1 μg per 1 mL of OptiMEM and were transfected into cells with
Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Life Tech-
nologies). To study a 3:1 ratio of E1 to Q1, 3 μg of E1–TFP cDNA was trans-
fected with 1 μg of Q1–RFP cDNA. This mass of cDNA was adjusted to 1 μg of
E1–TFP per 0.1 μg of Q1–RFP cDNA to study a 10:1 ratio and 0.1 μg of E1–TFP
per 1 μg of Q1–RFP to study a 0.1:1 ratio. All experiments were performed 24–
48 h after transfection at room temperature.
Electrophysiology. Whole-cell potassium currents were recorded with an
Axopatch 200A amplifier (Molecular Devices) from cells bathed in a perfusate
comprising, in mM: 130 NaCl, 4 KCl, 1.2 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, and 10 Hepes; pH was
adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. Electrodes were fabricated from borosilicate
glass (Clark) and had resistances of 2–4 MΩ when filled with a solution
containing, in mM: 130 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, 5 K2ATP, and 10 Hepes; pH was
adjusted to 7.4 with KOH. Cells had a mean whole-cell capacitance of 13 ±
0.56 pF; series resistance was typically ∼5 MΩ, and the voltage-error of <3 mV
was not adjusted for. Cells for study were selected based on fluorescence
color. Cells expressing subunits without FP tags were identified by using
cotransfected EGFP. Currents were evoked with 2-s test pulses from −80 to 80
mV from a holding potential of −80 mV, with 20-mV increments. Tail currents
were recorded at −40 mV for 2 s. The interpulse interval was 15 s. Conduc-
tance (G) was calculated from the tail currents and expressed as G/Gmax as
a function of the membrane voltage. G–V curves were obtained as before
(15) and were fit to the equation
G ¼ Gmax

1þ exp

− zF

V −V 1
.
2

RT

,
where V is the test potential, V1/2 is the voltage of half-maximal activation, z
is the effective valence, T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, and F
is the Faraday constant. Activation and deactivation kinetics were analyzed
by fitting the current traces with a single-exponential equation and are
reported as τact and τdeact, respectively. Block of Q1* + E1 channels by AgTx2
was studied by applying dilutions of AgTx2-N5C (C S Bio), labeled with
TMRM (Life Technologies) in the presence of 0.1% BSA. The Kon, Koff, and Ki
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values of the interaction were calculated as described (19). All electrophys-
iological data were analyzed in pClamp (Molecular Devices), Excel, and
OriginLab software.
Single-Particle Photobleaching. Single protein complexes at the surface of live
CHO cells were identified by using TIRFM as described (28). The critical angle
for TIRF was adjusted by using a CellTIRF illuminator (Olympus) and a high-
numerical-aperture apochromat objective (150x, 1.45 NA; Olympus) moun-
ted on an automated fluorescence microscope (IX81; Olympus) controlled by
Metamorph software (Molecular Devices). For simultaneous illumination of
two fluorophores, CellTIRF software (Olympus) was used to adjust the critical
angle for each excitation wavelength to generate evanescent waves of
equivalent depth (100 nm). RFP and TMRM (Life Technologies) were excited
by a 561-nm laser line, and VFP and TFP were excited by 515- and 445-nm
laser lines, respectively. When TFP was studied with either RFP or TMRM,
emitted light signals were split by using a 520-nm dichroic mirror mounted
in a DualView adapter (Photometrics), and each wavelength was directed to
one-half of a back-illuminated EM-CCD (Hammamatsu). The DualView di-
chroic mirror was disengaged when single fluorophores were studied.
Analysis of Fluorescence Colocalization and Subunit Stoichiometry. Fluorophores
were photobleached by continual excitation, and data were captured as
movies of 100–400 frames acquired at 1 Hz. When TFP was studied with RFP
or AgTx2–TMRM in the same cell, the data for each fluorophore were saved
as separate stacks and processed in an identical manner. Misalignment of
the data between stacks was corrected in ImageJ by using the StackReg
plugin. Next, the degree of colocalization between two fluorophores was
determined by unbiased intensity correlation analysis using the Coloc2 plu-
gin to obtain the Manders’ coefficient for each cell. For stoichiometric
analysis, fluorescent spots were defined as a discrete 3 × 3-pixel region
around a pixel of maximum intensity, as described (27, 28, 41). Fluorescence
is reported as the change in fluorescence normalized by the initial level of
fluorescence for each trace. Statistical analyses to assess the estimated
confidence with which stoichiometry could be inferred from the observed
data and θ, the probability of successfully observing each possible photo-
bleaching event, were performed in R Studio, according to methods de-
veloped by Hines (34). It is notable that all three FPs studied showed high θ
values when appended to E1, and, further, that mTFP1 had a high θ value
appended to E1 in multiple experimental contexts. The densities of colo-
calized and single fluor-fluorescent spots were determined following
thresholding and watershed separation in ImageJ. Then, the particle number
was counted in four separate 30 by 30-pixel regions of interest for five cells
per group by using the Analyze particles plugin.
Labeling AgTx2 with TMRM. Synthetic Agitoxin2-N5C (C S Bio) was incubated
with TMRM (Life Technologies) at room temperature at a ratio of 1:1 and
purified by HPLC using a gradient of 10–40% acetonitrile over 45 min.
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